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Successful investing is a lot like playing a good game of golf.  
Skill is essential, but luck and personality play a role too. By Jackie Hadland
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 For Kurt Benn, the high-octane world 
of professional investment was a calling. ‘I’m a 
firm believer that investing is in your blood; it 
is a passion. If you don’t love this career, stress 
will ultimately get the better of you,’ says a 
rising star of the local financial arena.

Naturally interested in playing with numbers, 
Benn, 42, says the mental stimulation of working 
through the vagaries of interconnected and 
constantly fluctuating global economies and 
the nuances of specific stock picks keeps him 
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motivated. ‘What I like most about investing  
is the steep and never-ending learning curve. 
As investors, we get to study a wide variety of 
financial markets, countries and companies.’

Star quality
Benn is head of equities at Cape Town-based 
Cadiz Asset Management (which has won 
awards for generating solid returns on behalf 
of its investors) and also manages its flagship 
Mastermind Fund. After graduating with degrees 
in business science and economics from the 
University of Cape Town, he worked his way 
up the ranks, starting as a mining analyst at 
Old Mutual Asset Management. He ran the 
very successful BoE Value Fund before moving 
to Sanlam Investment Management as a senior 
portfolio manager. Cadiz poached him two 
years ago. 

He has an impressive track record of 
consistently producing above-inflation returns 
for his investors. As with many other investment 
professionals who take a contrarian approach, 
the ride is often bumpy – to be expected when 
you are investing against the herd and buying 
shares that others don’t find attractive – and 
share prices can remain in the doldrums for 
some time.

This is where personality comes into  
the picture, starting with having the patience  
and resilience to sit through a period in which 
returns look dismal. ‘I’m a value manager. I try 
to buy a share at an attractive discount so that 
this gives me a good margin of safety and a 
good probability of generating excess returns 
above the market averages,’ says Benn. He 
expects to wait for up to five years for a share 
in his portfolio to really start rising in value. 
‘You are basically investing against the tide of 
negative sentiment. Over time, the company 
corrects its mistakes and this is reflected in the 
share price.’ 

Don’t assume that all cheap shares are ugly 
ducklings set to turn into swans though. Benn 
learnt early on to tell the difference between  
a value trap and a value investment. ‘A value 
trap never recovers. It is cheap for a reason 
and it just languishes,’ he says of company 
shares that prove to be duds.

Don’t assume that all cheap shares  
are ugly ducklings set to turn into  

swans though

Number cruNchiNg 
Value investors will buy shares that  
are undervalued relative to the market  
and wait for the market to move prices 
upwards before selling at a profit. Most 
focus on the price to earnings (P/E) 
ratio, says Benn. The lower the ratio,  
the cheaper the share in relation to its 
forecasted earnings growth, but the 
riskier the investment. P/Es are found  
on share price tables. 
   Benn, on the other hand, prefers  
to focus on intrinsic value, which is a 
company’s actual value based on its 
expected cash flow. This requires a 
detailed examination of the financial 
reports. ‘We are looking to buy at a 
discount to intrinsic value,’ he says. 
   This also necessitates understanding 
the underlying business model and what 
strategy is in place to sustain a company’s 
earning power. ‘The price oscillation 
around our valuation determines when 
we get in and out,’ says Benn.

Perfectly aligNed 
Fortunately, you don’t have to work your 
way up the investment industry ladder to 
gain Benn’s expertise. You can invest 
with him through the Cadiz Mastermind 
Fund. He has all his own personal invest- 
ments here and also recently persuaded 
his 10-year-old son, Oliver, to put savings 
into this unit trust scheme. 
   ‘I don’t invest at a personal level. I align 
my interests to those of my investors 100% 
by investing through the fund. I feel this 
removes conflict of interest. I have to eat 
my own cooking,’ he says.

For more about the Mastermind Fund 
and other investment offerings, visit 
www.cadiz.co.za
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Benn isn’t easily fazed by a share that 
looks like it is a no-hoper, but he doesn’t hold 
on to it and forget about it either, rather keeping 
constant track of it. ‘We always deal with an 
opportunity set. You rank opportunities in terms 
of their financial attractiveness. That attractive- 
ness changes all the time and we buy and  
sell accordingly,’ he says. He is also aware  
of capital protection, aiming to sell before  
a share looks unlikely to recover, in order  
to limit losses.  

the long game
Benn has been playing golf for longer than he 
has been investing. Fortunately for his investors, 
this asset manager’s financial prowess is far 
superior to his ability on the course. 

Playing off a 14 handicap, he tries to  
fit in nine holes each week. ‘Two to three 
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Investing and golf are very similar.  
In both disciplines, there are a multitude  

of factors outside of one’s control
hours a week gives me my fix and allows  
me into a space where I can have some  
“me time”,’ he says. Benn tries not to think 
about investing while he plays golf. How- 
ever, as his friends all work in related fields,  
it is inevitable that there is ‘an investment talk  
to the crowd’.

He says his golf was ‘infrequent and patchy’ 
for many years and ‘something I didn’t put a 
lot of thought into – like my first investment’. 
But after some lessons, his game improved 
dramatically. Naturally competitive, he likes  
to give his golfing buddies a run for their 
money every Saturday.

A member at Westlake golf Club, Benn’s  
best day on a course was at Torrey Pines golf 

Course in San Diego, California, site of  
the US Open in 2008, where he shot a 90  
a few years ago. Fancourt’s Montagu and 
Outeniqua courses, meanwhile, have proved 
highly challenging. ‘Many of the holes got the 
better of me. Both were spectacular courses, 
though, so I enjoyed every moment of each 
game,’ he says.

To Benn, investing and golf are very similar. 
‘In both disciplines, there are a multitude of 
factors outside of one’s control. In fact, you 
only control the inputs and have limited or  
no control over the output. Practice, patience 
and the ability to remain calm under pressure 
are what make the difference between success 
and failure.’ 


